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Wednesday 15 September 2021  

 

Dear Alan,   

 

I’d like to start by saying an enormous thank you to you personally for your belief in Switchback. It 

means a great deal to us that you have taken such an interest in what we do.  

 

When we were chosen as City of London School’s charity of the year in October 2019, we of course 

had no idea what these two years had in store for us! We have been incredibly fortunate to have your 

support for not only one but two years, during which time we have weathered some storms and yet 

also been able to grow and help more young men in more ways. 

 

The commitment from your staff, students and the rest of the CLS community has been overwhelming 

and inspiring. We are absolutely blown away that you have raised over £80,000!  

 

It has been particularly inspiring to see your brilliant Charity Committee members and all of your 

students get so involved with raising funds for Switchback. The reach this will have beyond our 

partnership is part of what makes it powerful. The fact that your own experiences with young men 

who’ve been caught up in the justice system led you to feel strongly about our work makes me excited 

for the seeds sown in all the CLS students. I hope this relationship has been educational for them and 

that it will stay with them as they go into brilliant careers ahead. 

 

We are thrilled that our partnership with CLS has developed into something more than raising funds, 

and do hope that we can take you up on your offer to host a few events at the school! We will stay in 

touch with Tom and are looking forward to building on our relationship in new ways.  

 

With very best wishes, 

 

signature 

 

Alice Dawnay 
Switchback 
Founder & CEO 


